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	Passed NSE5 exam with the best PassLeader NSE5 exam dumps now! PassLeader are supplying the latest 240q NSE5 vce and pdf

exam dumps covering all the new questions and answers, it is 100 percent pass ensure for NSE5 exam. PassLeader offer PDF and

VCE format NSE5 exam dumps, and free version VCE player is also available. Visit passleader.com now and download the 100

percent passing guarantee 240q NSE5 braindumps to achieve your 70-331 certification exam easily! keywords: NSE5 exam,240q

NSE5 exam dumps,240q NSE5 exam questions,NSE5 pdf dumps,NSE5 vce dumps,NSE5 braindumps,NSE5 practice tests,NSE5

study guide,Fortinet Network Security Analyst Exam P.S. Download Free NSE5 PDF Dumps and Get Premium PassLeader NSE5

VCE Dumps At The End Of This Post!!! (Ctrl+End) QUESTION 101Which of the following statements are correct regarding virtual

domains (VDOMs)? (Select all that apply.) A.    VDOMs divide a single FortiGate unit into two or more virtual units that function

as multiple, independent units.B.    A management VDOM handles SNMP, logging, alert email, and FDN-based updates.C.   

VDOMs share firmware versions, as well as antivirus and IPS databases.D.    Only administrative users with a 'super_admin' profile

will be able to enter multiple VDOMs to make configuration changes.  Answer: ABC QUESTION 102Two devices are in an HA

cluster, the device hostnames are STUDENT and REMOTE.Exhibit A shows the command output of 'diag sys session stat' for the

STUDENT device.Exhibit B shows the command output of 'diag sys session stat' for the REMOTE device.Exhibit A: 

 Exhibit B: 

 Given the information provided in the exhibits, which of the following statements are correct? (Select all that apply.) A.   

STUDENT is likely to be the master device.B.    Session-pickup is likely to be enabled.C.    The cluster mode is definitely

Active-Passive.D.    There is not enough information to determine the cluster mode. Answer: AD QUESTION 103Shown below is a

section of output from the debug command diag ip arp list.index=2 ifname=port1 172.20.187.150 00:09:0f:69:03:7estate=00000004

use=4589 confirm=4589 update=2422 ref=1In the output provided, which of the following best describes the IP address

172.20.187.150? A.    It is the primary IP address of the port1 interface.B.    It is one of the secondary IP addresses of the port1

interface.C.    It is the IP address of another network device located in the same LAN segment as the FortiGate unit's port1 interface.

Answer: C QUESTION 104In HA, the option Reserve Management Port for Cluster Member is selected as shown in the Exhibit
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below. 

 Which of the following statements are correct regarding this setting? (Select all that apply.) A.    Interface settings on port7 will not

be synchronized with other cluster members.B.    The IP address assigned to this interface must not overlap with the IP address

subnet assigned to another interface.C.    Port7 appears in the routing table.D.    A gateway address may be configured for port7.E.   

When connecting to port7 you always connect to the master device. Answer: AD QUESTION 105Which of the following represents

the correct order of criteria used for the selection of a Master unit within a FortiGate High Availability (HA) cluster when master

override is disabled? A.    1. port monitor, 2. unit priority, 3. up time, 4. serial numberB.    1. port monitor, 2. up time, 3. unit

priority, 4. serial numberC.    1. unit priority, 2. up time, 3. port monitor, 4. serial numberD.    1. up time, 2. unit priority, 3. port

monitor, 4. serial number Answer: B QUESTION 106Examine the Exhibits shown below, then answer the question that follows.

Review the following DLP Sensor (Exhibit 1): 

 Review the following File Filter list for rule #1 (Exhibit 2): 

 Review the following File Filter list for rule #2 (Exhibit 3):  

Review the following File Filter list for rule #3 (Exhibit 4): 

 An MP3 file is renamed to `workbook.exe' and put into a ZIP archive. It is then sent through the FortiGate device over HTTP. It is

intercepted and processed by the configuration shown in the above Exhibits 1-4. Assuming the file is not too large for the File

scanning threshold, what action will the FortiGate unit take? A.    The file will be detected by rule #1 as an `Audio (mp3)', a log

entry will be created and it will be allowed to pass through.B.    The file will be detected by rule #2 as a "*.exe", a log entry will be

created and the interface that received the traffic will be brought down.C.    The file will be detected by rule #3 as an Archive(zip),

blocked, and a log entry will be created.D.    Nothing, the file will go undetected. Answer: A QUESTION 107Review the CLI

configuration below for an IPS sensor and identify the correct statements regarding this configuration from the choices below.

(Select all that apply.)config ips sensoredit "LINUX_SERVER"set comment ''set replacemsg-group ''set log enableconfig entriesedit

1set action defaultset application allset location serverset log enableset log-packet enableset os Linuxset protocol allset quarantine

noneset severity allset status defaultnextendnextend A.    The sensor will log all server attacks for all operating systems.B.    The

sensor will include a PCAP file with a trace of the matching packets in the log message of any matched signature.C.    The sensor

will match all traffic from the address object `LINUX_SERVER'.D.    The sensor will reset all connections that match these

signatures.E.    The sensor only filters which IPS signatures to apply to the selected firewall policy. Answer: BE QUESTION 108

Which of the following statements are correct regarding Application Control? A.    Application Control is based on the IPS engine.

B.    Application Control is based on the AV engine.C.    Application Control can be applied to SSL encrypted traffic.D.   

Application Control cannot be applied to SSL encrypted traffic. Answer: AC QUESTION 109Review the IPsec diagnostics output

of the command diag vpn tunnel list shown in the Exhibit. 
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 Which of the following statements is correct regarding this output? (Select one answer). A.    One tunnel is rekeyingB.    Two

tunnels are rekeyingC.    Two tunnels are upD.    One tunnel is up Answer: C QUESTION 110Select the answer that describes what

the CLI command diag debug authd fsso list is used for. A.    Monitors communications between the FSSO Collector Agent and

FortiGate unit.B.    Displays which users are currently logged on using FSSO.C.    Displays a listing of all connected FSSO Collector

Agents.D.    Lists all DC Agents installed on all Domain Controllers. Answer: B QUESTION 111Review the IPsec Phase2

configuration shown in the Exhibit; then answer the question following it. 

 Which of the following statements are correct regarding this configuration? (Select all that apply). A.    The Phase 2 will re-key

even if there is no traffic.B.    There will be a DH exchange for each re-key.C.    The sequence number of ESP packets received from

the peer will not be checked.D.    Quick mode selectors will default to those used in the firewall policy. Answer: AB QUESTION

112Identify the correct properties of a partial mesh VPN deployment: A.    VPN tunnels interconnect between every single location.

B.    VPN tunnels are not configured between every single location.C.    Some locations are reached via a hub location.D.    There

are no hub locations in a partial mesh. Answer: BC QUESTION 113In the case of TCP traffic, which of the following correctly

describes the routing table lookups performed by a FortiGate unit when searching for a suitable gateway? A.    A look-up is done

only when the first packet coming from the client (SYN) arrives.B.    A look-up is done when the first packet coming from the client

(SYN) arrives, and a second is performed when the first packet coming from the server (SYNC/ACK) arrives.C.    A look-up is done

only during the TCP 3-way handshake (SYNC, SYNC/ACK, ACK).D.    A look-up is always done each time a packet arrives, from

either the server or the client side. Answer: B QUESTION 114Review the output of the command get router info routing-table all

shown in the Exhibit below; then answer the question following it. 
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 Which one of the following statements correctly describes this output? A.    The two routes to the 10.0.2.0/24 subnet are ECMP

routes and traffic will be load balanced based on the configured ECMP settings.B.    The route to the 10.0.2.0/24 subnet via interface

Remote_1 is the active and the route via Remote_2 is the backup.C.    OSPF does not support ECMP therefore only the first route to

subnet 10.0.1.0/24 is used.D.    172.16.2.1 is the preferred gateway for subnet 10.0.2.0/24. Answer: A QUESTION 115What are the

requirements for a cluster to maintain TCP connections after device or link failover? (Select all that apply.) A.    Enable session

pick-up.B.    Only applies to connections handled by a proxy.C.    Only applies to UDP and ICMP connections.D.    Connections

must not be handled by a proxy. Answer: AD QUESTION 116With FSSO, a domain user could authenticate either against the

domain controller running the Collector Agent and Domain Controller Agent, or a domain controller running only the Domain

Controller Agent. If you attempt to authenticate with the Secondary Domain Controller running only the Domain Controller Agent,

which of the following statements are correct? (Select all that apply.) A.    The login event is sent to the Collector Agent.B.    The

FortiGate unit receives the user information from the Domain Controller Agent of the Secondary Controller.C.    The Collector

Agent performs the DNS lookup for the authenticated client's IP address.D.    The user cannot be authenticated with the FortiGate

device in this manner because each Domain Controller Agent requires a dedicated Collector Agent. Answer: AC QUESTION 117

Which of the following statements are TRUE for Port Pairing and Forwarding Domains? (Select all that apply.) A.    They both

create separate broadcast domains.B.    Port Pairing works only for physical interfaces.C.    Forwarding Domains only apply to

virtual interfaces.D.    They may contain physical and/or virtual interfaces.E.    They are only available in high-end models. Answer:

AD QUESTION 118For Data Leak Prevention, which of the following describes the difference between the block and quarantine

actions? A.    A block action prevents the transaction.A quarantine action blocks all future transactions, regardless of the protocol.B. 

  A block action prevents the transaction.A quarantine action archives the data.C.    A block action has a finite duration.A quarantine

action must be removed by an administrator.D.    A block action is used for known users.A quarantine action is used for unknown

users. Answer: A QUESTION 119What advantages are there in using a hub-and-spoke IPSec VPN configuration instead of a

fully-meshed set of IPSec tunnels? (Select all that apply.) A.    Using a hub and spoke topology is required to achieve full

redundancy.B.    Using a hub and spoke topology simplifies configuration because fewer tunnels are required.C.    Using a hub and

spoke topology provides stronger encryption.D.    The routing at a spoke is simpler, compared to a meshed node. Answer: BD

QUESTION 120FSSO provides a single sign on solution to authenticate users transparently to a FortiGate unit using credentials

stored in Windows Active Directory. Which of the following statements are correct regarding FSSO in a Windows domain

environment when NTLM and Polling Mode are not used? (Select all that apply.) A.    An FSSO Collector Agent must be installed

on every domain controller.B.    An FSSO Domain Controller Agent must be installed on every domain controller.C.    The FSSO

Domain Controller Agent will regularly update user logon information on the FortiGate unit.D.    The FSSO Collector Agent will

retrieve user information from the Domain Controller Agent and will send the user logon information to the FortiGate unit.E.    For

non-domain computers, the only way to allow FSSO authentication is to install an FSSO client. Answer: BD Download Free NSE5

PDF Dumps From Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-ob6L_QjGLpU0FrbTh1X3JMSmM Download New NSE5

VCE Dumps From PassLeader: http://www.passleader.com/nse5.html (New Questions Are 100% Available and Wrong Answers

Have Been Corrected!!!)
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